on leaving the damping ring, the SLC beam passes the Ring-t*Linac transfer lme the arcs on its way to the collision point. \ RTL), the linac, and n an earher par [y calculations of the longitudinal distributions of the kngt ene dam$ig ring beam were presented, calculations that agreed rem,&ablj.'well with measurements. In this paper we propagate the damping ring distributions through the rest of the machine. Ationg'ihe effecta that are inclnded in the calculatiOns are the curvature of the compressor rf and the limited energy aperture in the RTL, the wakefields in the linac, and the momentum compaction in the arcs. More detaiIs can be found in Ref. 2 .
THE RTL Bunch Compreesion
In a bunch compressor the beam first enters an rfsection on the zero crossing of the rf wave (with particles in front gaining energy, those in back losing energy) and secondly traverses a dispersive beam line. The net result is a shorter beam with a larger energy rpread. Note that bunch compression in the SLC is discussed in Reb. 3-5. Let us describe bunch corn P ression by a transformation of the initial beam coordinates z,6) to the final coordinates (u,v) . Here as elsewhere in this paper a more negative value of position is more toward the front-of the bunch; m addition, energy coordinates are given in units of relative energy deviation from the mean. Let us assume the beam position z = 0 enters the compressor on the zero crossing of the rf wave. For the moment let us, in addition, assume the compreMIor rf wave is linear. Then bunch compression is described by v=--hz+6 and u=t+bv=az+b6 , 0)
with a = 1-ab. The corn ressor rf strength factor a is given by a = eV,C, /& with V, t e peak amplitude of the compressor rf wave, ,I t e rf wave number, an+ EO the average beam ener cy[ ai b Phe momen:m compactlon he bunch distribution fun&on f(zi6) transforms to the new distribution function g(u, v) aa f(z,6) dr dd = g(u, v) du dv = f(s, 6)J(z, 6; u, v) du dv (2) '+th .I the Jacobian for the transformation. Our transformation is area preserving and J(z, 6; u, v) = 1. Therefore,
The final position and energy distributions are
We assume that the initial i.e. energy distributions are also gaussian with lengths [4] u,, = dm and ur = dam .
We are mostly interested in the compressor behavior near full corn ression, I.e. where t~u, ;5 bud. ?r higher he damping ring bunch length increases with current; at currents the full length of the bunch approaches half the wavelength of the compressor rf. We will include the effects of the curvature of the compressor rf by re lacing az in the transformation equations Eq. (I) by (cV./,E$ydn trfz. Then
Simulation Results We begin our simulations with the damping ring distributions, X, and X6. To obtain the bunch shape A, a modified vermien of potential well theory is used [I] . Since the damping ring impedance is inductive the bunch lengthens with current. As for the energy distribution X1, it is taken to be gaussian. Below the threshold current for instability Nth the energy s read is taken to be constant, above threshold it varies M N" P . For a complete description of the damping ring calculations see Ref.
1. Nominall the ring operates at a voltage King = 1 MV, and in our c J culations we will limit ourselves to this voltage. The nominal (low current) bunch length is 4.42 mm, the nominal energy spread is 0.07%. We will take Nch = 1.9 K 10". To ob tain the final distributions we substitute the ring distributions into Eq. (7), then into Eqs. (4) As an example, consider a beam with N = 5 x 10". The ~;~e~e;p~~~p~~ energy distribution is gaussian with e initial position distnbution, with the beam centered on the sero crossing of the compressor rf, is shown in Fig. 1 . The dashes locate the nearest extrema of the rf wave. The rms bunch length zrmr = 8.7 mm and the fullwidth(-at-half-maximum) Azpw = 25.3 mm. These values are respectively twice and 2.5 times the nominal values. Far from the beam core the tails of the distribution become gaussian. These tails, however, are centered on the nominal synchronous point in the ring, which is 4.2 mm to the right of beam center.
Ifweset V e = 30 MV we obtain the results shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2c shows contours of phase space; the dashed curve gives the rid e line of the distribution.
The dotted lines mark the limits o the i2.25% energy aperture; 4% of the beam lies outgi side these limits, and is lost. than, the mirror image of the initial bunch shape (see Fig.1 ).
The distribution essentially fills the energy aperture. Its rms width vrms = 1.17%, its full-width AVFW = 4.04%. In contrast, for a low current beam the spectral shape is almost gaussian with vrms = AVFW = 1.65%. similar to a gaussian. The dotted curve gives a gaussian fit to the bunch shape, with an rms length of bug = 1.0 mm. The dashed curve shows the position distribution when there is no limitation in the energy aperture. In Fig. 3 we plot again the same three curves of Fig. 2b , but this time showing in more detail the tails. In the bunch distribution (the solid curve) we see notches in both tails, a result of the energy collimation. The asymmetry in the distribution reflects the asymmetry of the tails of the initial distribution X,. The distribution when the energy aperture limitation is removed (the dashed curve) has tails that vary roughly as eBciU, with ci a constant, rather than as a gaussian (the dots), due to the rf curvature. We have repeated the calculations for various currents and compressor settings. The length of the gaussian fit to the resulting bunch sha function of N in es uug is plotted as function of V, and as 8 lg. 4 . The voltage that gives the minimum bunch length increases from 33 MV to 34 MV as we increase the current from 0 to 6 x 10". In contrast the linear rf approximation has its minimum at 32 MV. The dotted curve in Fig. 4a gives the low current, linear rf result. Finally, recall that under the linear rf approximation and with Q = 0 the final bunch length is given by the initial energy spread, u,, = bus. The dotted curve in Fig. 4b shows this approximation. wherever dfi bution has an infimte y high spike. f du' = 0 the energy distrin reality, however, the distribution must be everywhere finite, and the minimum width of any spike is given by the width of the uncorrelated component of the energy variation.
0.7% isee Eq. (S)], and therefore
Consider a ain the case N = 5 x 10" and V, = 30 MV. The total lengt f of accelerating structure (needed for finding V,,,d) is 2744 m. The acceleration gradient is chosen to give Ef = 47 GeV. The induced voltage, found by convolving the bunch shape with the wakefield for the SLAC structure is given in Fig. 5 . Then, since X, and Xv are known i 111, rom our earlier calculation, we obtain the final energy spectrum by performing the integration of Eq. (10). 
with b,,, the arc compaction factor. The final distributions
x ")I = J A,, (ffl" -borcv")X,r(v") dv" and X,~I = Xv, .
If Ef/Eo is large then we can approximate
6 and h(u) = u + borcii(u). The bunch shape will have a spike wherever the denominator in Eq. (14) is zero. Again the spikes must be finite, with the minimum width of any spike given by b a'$ times the width of the uncorrelated variation. Note also that wherever the bunch will compress, wherever expand. In our case the beam core will tend to compress and the tails expand. Note that if e(u) = ~121, with ci a constant, then the final distribution is but with its width scaled by t iven by the initial distribution, a e factor (1 + b,,,cl).
We numerically solve Eq. (13) to obtain the bunch shape after the arcs. The compaction parameter bar, is 0.145 m. Synchrotron radiation in the arcs will smear the final bunch shape by an rms of 0.08 mm; we include this effect by convolving the bunch shape with a gaussian of this length. (Note the final spectrum is also smeared, by O.OS%.) At the top of the crest, the bunch distribution has two spikes that narrow as the beam is moved forward. Without synchrotron radiation the narrowest full-width would be 0.09 mm, with synchrotron radiation it is limited to 0.21 mm. For the same examples of Fig. 6 we show the final bunch shape in Fig. 7 . The dashed curves give the final energy/position correlation, 5(u)') E @(u" -ba,,v',). For our two examples the full-widths of the bunch shape Au',, are 0.92 mm and 0.23 mm; the fraction of beam in the core nu~~c is 75% and 50%. We see that., in all these cases, the is near the mmimum possible value. 
